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CORRECTION OF EXERCISES 18th MARCH 
 

Hi there! Here you can find the correction of exercises I sent you on 18th March: 
 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 1: Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. Jack WATCHES 
2. The students SPEAK 
3. We DO 
4. Helen STUDIES 
5. I PLAY 

 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 2: Complete the chart: 

1. sits 
2. writes 
3. tidies 
4. goes 
5. has 
6. teaches 

 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 3: Click the correct verb in brackets. Then complete the              
sentences with the Present Simple affirmative form of the correct verbs.  

1. English students usually STUDY 
2. A small baby often EATS 
3. Some cats SLEEP 
4. the school year STARTS… and ENDS 

 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 4: Nao Chun is Chinese. Sven is Swedish. Complete the              
sentences about their after school activities. Follow the order of the timetables. 
 

1. Nao Chun studies English at four o´clock. 
2. Sven watches TV at a quarter past four. 
3. Nao Chun and Sven have dinner at half past six. 
4. Nao Chun does homework at quarter past five.  
5. Sven does homework at eight o´clock. 
6. Nao Chun and Sven go to bed at quarter to ten.  

 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 5: Add the adverbs of frequency and time expressions in              
brackets to the sentences. Then look at the pictures. Who ISN´T in the Black family?               
Complete the answers below.  

1. They always get up at eight o´clock, 
2. They have breakfast every morning. 
3. They sometimes tidy their rooms. 
4. They have a shower once a day.  



5. They never have a shower in the morning.  
The boy in picture B isn´t in the Black family.  

 
Workbook, page 18, exercise 6: Complete the text with Present Simple affirmative of the              
verbs in brackets. Type the answers.  

1. live 
2. love 
3. go 
4. tells 
5. stays 
6. goes 
7. watches 

 

Now, the only homework I want to send you is this video of the Minions. Have FUN                 
and enjoy! 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddvTFgzkS5M 

  

Hola chicos! 

Hoy no os mando deberes. Solo este video de los Minions para que os echeis unas                
risas, porque también nos hacen falta en estos momentos. 

Espero que por casa siga todo bien, y espero veros a TODOS sanotes a la vuelta. 

¿Os tengo que recordar que OS QUIERO? 

Marta 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddvTFgzkS5M

